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When you think of 
analytics, what 
comes to mind?
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Silos data integrating; data 
tagging; indexing; data 
consolidation and quality 
checks

Cognitive 
analytics

Prescriptive 
analytics

Predictive analytics

Diagnostic analytics

Descriptive analytics

Data integration and consolidation

Data identification and collection

AI-enabled network designing; 
automated scheduling and 
resource allocation

Data mining; forecasting; 
propensity modeling; micro-
segmentation; simulation

Business reporting and 
analysis; dashboards and 
visualization

Data acquisition; data 
recording
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Cause identification, drill-down, 
data discovery, data mining and 
correlations

Build and solve optimization 
problems, optimization engines, 
integrated modeling environment

Characteristics: The five ‘V’s of big data 

1
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Variety
Harnessing different types of 

unstructured and structured data

Value
Leveraging data and insights to 

generate value

Velocity
Collecting and processing data on 

real-time or near-real-time basis

Veracity
Acquiring data from trustworthy 
and credible sources

Volume
Processing high volumes of low-
density data

Big data and analytics have evolved from merely collecting and 
reporting data, to generating actionable insights.

Understanding big data and analytics

Integrating Big Data for Success
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Business data

Customer data

Human data

Enterprise data warehouse

Data lake

RDBMS
(Snowflake/Star 

Schema)

MPP1/
appliances

In-memory
columnar

HDFS (storage)
Spark 

(compute)

Distributed processing framework

Distributed file system

Analytical applications Delivery and insights

Reporting and analysis

Real-time activity
monitoring (CEP)2

Stream
processing

Batch
processing

Supported by 
enterprise cloud

Data visualization

► Exploratory 
analysis

► Reports with drill-down 
capabilities

► Predictive and 
autonomous
alerts

► Safety alerts

► Real-time
performance visibility

► Standard reports
► KPI reports
► Ad hoc reports

► Demographic data
► Biometric sensor data
► Semi-structured

► Data from business 
processes/events

► Highly structured
► Transactional, 

operational data, CRM, 
marketing data

► Loosely structured and 
often ungoverned

► Emails, Word/Excel 
docs, images, videos, 
social media

Source systems

Information governance

Information management

Business intelligence (BI) and analytics

Information architecture

Real-time data 
processing 

Data sources and classification

Data processing in 
blocks that have been
stored over a period of 
time

Data ingestion

Banking information systems

Advanced analytics

► Cognitive

► Prescriptive
► Predictive
► Diagnostic
► Descriptive

How big data works
Transformation of big data starts from collection of right data sets, then creation of a data lake, 
followed by analysis to solve business problems and derive insights

Big data 
dimension

1 Massively parallel processing
2 Complex event processing

Hive HBase

NoSQL
► Omni-Channel Application

refinement
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What is Big data for a bank?

Integrating Big Data for Success

• Big data is not only a noun but a verb that encapsulates 
concepts like:

• Data architecture and design 

• Granularity and aggregation of data

• Analysis & machine learning

• Visualization 

• Dissemination

• Real time responds

• Flexibility in ad hoc reporting

• Business intelligence as a paradigm

…Imagine watching all your “ad hoc” reports in real time, iteratively with unlimited 
granularity and aggregation power… 

The key idea is:

Banks have to be wiser to know how to act and react, while agile to cope with actions, 
adapting to this new reality that the Big Data tsunami brings

Be wiser and more agile than ever



Main drivers to embrace this transformation

Integrating Big Data for Success

1
The use of information is a 
necessity

You need information mastering

► Better management of complexity

► Standardization of procedures and metrics, i.e. 
simplicity into complexity

► Self knowledge

► Effective use of this complexity into the business

► The business itself is changing and banks have to 
change with it

► This is BI at its best, an old game with new tokens

Big data will help you to better deal with 
key problems

► Low returns

► Regulatory demands

► Channel proliferation

► System fragmentation

► Geographic expansion

► Product proliferation

► 360o Client view

► Responds to shadow banking 

Critical problems a
bank has to face

Big Data with predictive and reductive 
analytics with strong tools on visualization is 

the holy grail of BI

Forecasting for 
future actions

Analyzing present 
and past 

2 3



Key insights
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Banks currently invest and will increase 
investing in data and analytics over the next 
three years

Banks prioritize cyber security and data security

Banks develop data and analytics technology in 
house

As evidenced through a number of survey results, including the EY-Forbes Insights survey and the EY Global Banking Outlook 2018*, data and 
analytics continues to represent opportunities for banks to optimize their growth agenda:

Banks expect rising technology budgets to have 
positive impact on IT 

*The EY 2018 Global Banking Outlook study is inclusive of both Consumer and 
Commercial Banking insights
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How Big Data works1

How do you rate your 
organization's Strategy and 
Culture toward Big Data 
Analytics?
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While conventional wisdom 
has held that customer 

service is Amazon’s secret 
sauce, Bezos’s core 

innovation was to place 
data at the center of his 

corporate culture.
David Selinger, 

Former Google employee.

“
“



How do we start?

Integrating Big Data for Success

Find your place in the “landscape” of 
the BD era

Identify a set of metrics to track your location 
in this “landscape”

► There are different metrics to measure the level 
of implication in the BD era:

► The usual approach is to focus on 
technological development

► An excel approach is to focus on 
delivery power 

► What is your approach to Big Data integration 
into the business?

► Do you want to lead the market on BD, stay as 
regular user, or rather be modest?

► How long is your time to deployment?

Keep in mind where do you want to be in 
5-10 years from now…

1 2



Aggregation/Disaggregation as a measure of BD integration 
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How Big Data works1
How would you rate your 
organization with respect 
to skills and architecture 
to handle Big Data?
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Model for Big Data Governance 

Integrating Big Data for Success

We believe that there should be an “Information Department” (ID) to deal with the 
information sent, received and storage across the Bank.

The ID should contain the IT department and deal with the following: 

► Define the architecture of the data storage (Relational, non relational, SQL, etc.)

► Take care for collection, storage and maintenance of Data (Usual data & Big Data)

► Define the use of in-house Data and/or use of cloud services

► Define the different protocols to interact with this data (retrieving, wring, displaying, etc.)

► Set the framework for the analytic layers that act on the data (Oracle, Hadoop, etc.)

► Define the set of tools used across the Bank for data analysis (SAS, R, Python, etc.)

► Provide consulting services on data use across the different departments of the Bank

► Define, maintain and follow the security of the whole information network 

The Chief Data Officer (CDO) should have a mixed profile with strong business awareness as 
well as technical skills

The CDO should be able to perform the following task:

► Be well aware of the business necessities of information of the Bank

► Understand the long term as well as the short term vision of the Bank

► Understand the structure of the different Databases in the Bank

► Master the analytics layers

► Understand the web of information spanned across the Bank
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Where do we place the ID department into the Bank Management hierarchy?
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Thank you


